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宇宙線研究所 瀧⽥正⼈・﨏さこ隆志
研究の主な⽬的

★ TeV領域以上の⾼エネルギーガンマ線放射天体の探索と観測

★ Knee領域(1015-16 eV)の⼀次宇宙線の研究

★ ⼀次宇宙線の異⽅性の研究

★ 太陽活動期の宇宙線変動の研究

宇宙線研⼤学院カイダンス２０２２年度
２０２２年6⽉4⽇ オンライン

銀河系内宇宙線起源の解明
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銀河宇宙線・ガンマ線

• 宇宙線の起源、Pevatronを探せ！
• PeVatronからのsub-PeV領域ガンマ線の検出！

瀧田（Ａ８）

﨏さこ（Ａ８）

比較的小規模でユニークな研究
が好きな方、お待ちしております。
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ü 銀河系内の宇宙線の起源
à 超新星残骸(SNR)?? ，銀河中心?

ü かに星雲 距離 : 7000 光年
1000TeV陽子ジャイロ半径：1 光年

ü ガンマ線による間接的な観測
高エネルギー電子+光子
逆コンプトン散乱

and/or
高エネルギー陽子+星間物質
(p + ISM à p0 à 2g)
à 100TeV以上にエネルギースペクトルが

硬いベキ(~2) ∝Eg-2で続く
広がった天体 (+分子雲)

銀河系内のどこで／どのように／どのエネルギーまで
宇宙線が加速されているのか？ (cf. 人口加速器LHC @ CERN 7 TeV!)

Gaisser et al. Front.Phys.(Beijing) 8 (2013) 748

ガンマ線観測：宇宙線の起源

系内起源?

系外起源?

1015eV 1020eV

銀河系内陽子の限界
銀河系内原子核の限界

銀河系外宇宙線
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1020eV宇宙線

1019eV宇宙線
Interstellar 

Ma-er

𝜋0

𝛾

1015eV CR

1014eV ガンマ線

？

PeV宇宙線を加速している天体 = PeVatron
CMBによる吸収で銀河系内天体

1019eV ガンマ線

1012eV ガンマ線

1015eV陽⼦宇宙線

Tibet/ALPACAの主なターゲット
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Yangbajing Cosmic Ray Observatory

90゜522E,   30゜102N,  4,300 m a.s.l. (606g/cm2)
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1.5 hours drive from Lhasa
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チベット空気シャワー観測装置
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p チベット (90.522oE, 30.102oN) 標高4300 m

現行スペック
p シンチレーション検出器数 0.5 m2 x 597
p 空気シャワー有効面積 ~65,700 m2
p 観測エネルギー >TeV
p 角度分解能 ~0.5°@10TeV g

~0.2°@100TeV g
p エネルギー分解能 ~40%@10TeV g

~20%@100TeV g
p視野 ~2 sr

à空気シャワー中の二次粒子(主にe+/-,γ)を観測し
一次宇宙線エネルギー、方向を決定

空気シャワー：
大気中での粒子の増殖現象

プラスチックシンチレータと
光電子増倍管
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空気シャワー２次粒子密度 空気シャワー２次粒子タイミング

１次粒子エネルギー決定 1次粒子方向決定

空気シャワーアレイによるAir Shower 検出

到
着
時
間
(n
s)

粒
子
数

~10 TeV

ここまでは宇宙線でもガンマ線でも同じ



7LEHW
$6Ƣ ガンマ線シャワーの選別

空気シャワー
ガンマ線à少ないミュー粒⼦

地面付近を拡大

200TeVガンマ線起源の場合

電⼦・陽電⼦・ミュー粒⼦

地
上

地
下

200TeV宇宙線(雑⾳)起源の場合

電⼦・陽電⼦・ミュー粒⼦

地
上

地
下

宇宙線／ガンマ線

⾼い透過⼒à地下に侵⼊
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ガンマ線シャワー
はこれだけ

地下ミュー粒子の有無で選別可能！！



!"4300 m . = 606 g/cm2

チベット空気シャワーアレイと
地下ミューオン検出器

Google Map

!"#$%,
&', ()*+

Google map
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ガンマ線シャワー
の特徴

荷電宇宙線シャワー
の特徴

Tibet AS 𝛾 Collaboration, PRL 123, 051101 (2019)

チベットASγ実験による最高エネルギーガンマ線の発見
2
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(a) E >10 TeV (b) E >100 TeV

FIG. S2. Significance maps around the Crab nebula observed by the Tibet AS+MD array for (a) E > 10 TeV and for (b)
E > 100 TeV, respectively. The cross mark indicates the Crab pulsar position.

MUON DISTRIBUTION MEASURED BY THE MD ARRAY

In this paper, the total number of particles detected in the MDs (i.e. ⌃Nµ) is used as the parameter to discriminate
cosmic-ray induced air showers from photon induced air showers. As shown in Fig. 2 in the paper, the muon cut
threshold depends on the ⌃⇢, where ⌃⇢ is roughly proportional to energy, and ⌃⇢ = 1000 roughly corresponds to
100 TeV.

For E > 100 TeV, the averaged ⌃Nµ for the cosmic-ray background events is more than 100, while the muon cut
value is set to be approximately ⌃Nµ = 10 ⇠ 30 depending on ⌃⇢. As a result, we successfully suppress 99.92% of
cosmic-ray background events with E > 100 TeV, and observe 24 photon-like events after the muon cut.

Figure S3 shows the relative muon number (Rµ) distribution above 100 TeV for the Crab nebula events. Rµ is
defined as the ratio of the observed ⌃Nµ to the ⌃Nµ on the muon cut line in Fig. 2 at the observed ⌃⇢. Three
events among 24 photon-like evens have ⌃Nµ = 0 which corresponds to the leftmost bin corresponds Rµ = 0 in
Fig. S3. We find a clear bump of muon-less events in Rµ < 1 region, and the relative muon distribution after the
muon cut (Rµ < 1) is consistent with that estimated by the photon MC simulation. This is unequivocal evidence for
the muon-less air showers induced by the primary photons from an astrophysical source.
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FIG. S3. Relative muon number (Rµ) of the Crab nebula events with E > 100 TeV. Rµ is defined as the ratio of the observed
⌃Nµ to the ⌃Nµ value on the muon cut line in Fig. 2 at the observed ⌃⇢. The leftmost bin indicates the number of events with
Rµ = 0. The black points show the number of observed events from the Crab nebula. The solid red histograms and dashed
blue histograms show the photon MC simulation and the observed cosmic-ray background events, respectively. The central
vertical dashed line indicates the muon cut position at Rµ = 1.

BG除去前

BG除去後

かに星雲からの100TeV超
ガンマ線の検出に成功
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※過去の他の実験結果と無矛盾
VERITAS: s1 =  0.27°±0.05°, s2 =  0.18°±0.03°
Fermi: 0.25°-radius disk
HAWC: <0.23° (90% C.L.)

赤道座標上の事例分布 > 10 TeV 

12

Ø Fit given assuming Gaussian 

sPSF = 0.35° from MC simulaGon

➡ sEXT = 0.24°±0.10°

A exp

✓
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2(�2
PSF + �2

EXT)

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="ljgVMCqEDyIsk3cKOwUTHVVV9iU=">AAACwXichVHLThsxFL0MtND0QaCbSt1YjUBBVSNnQAJ1RYuoWAZCIBKGyDM4icU8LI8TlY7mB/oDXXRVpKpC/AVs+AEW/EERq5ZK3XTBnclIVUFt72js43PvuT62HeXJyFB6PmQNj9y5Ozp2r3D/wcNH48WJyY0o7GlXNNzQC3XT4ZHwZCAaRhpPNJUW3Hc8sensLaX5zb7QkQyDdbOvxLbPO4FsS5cbpFpF9oow8VYRwjzRNuUXhO22NXdjprpyx05im5RZJDs+b8XM56ar/bhWf5MkOzZ5Tm5mlpvraWYmYVp2umamVSzRCs2C3AbVHJQgj1pY/AIMdiEEF3rgg4AADGIPOET4bUEVKCjktiFGTiOSWV5AAgXU9rBKYAVHdg/HDq62cjbAddozytQu7uLhr1FJYIqe0UN6RU/pEb2gv/7aK856pF72cXYGWqFa4++f1H/+V+XjbKD7W/VPzwbasJB5lehdZUx6Cneg77/7cFV/uTYVT9MDeon+P9FzeoInCPo/3M+rYu0jFPABqjev+zbYsCvV2Yq9OldafJ0/xRg8hWdQxvueh0VYgRo0cN9j+Arf4Lu1ZElLWXpQag3lmsfwR1jxNfMCrXA=</latexit>

Ø Tibet source posiGon: R.A. = 336.82°±0.16°
Dec =  60.85°±0.10°

●分子雲と超新星残骸の重なる領域からのガンマ線
●パルサーの位置から来ていない→ 陽子起源を示唆！

0.44°離れる(系統誤差込みで3.1s離れている)
※HAWC実験のソースの位置はパルサーとも分子雲の両
方とも可能なので、分離できていない。

源からの角度分布 > 10 TeV

SNR G106.3+2.7 (Tibet ASg実験による観測)
M. Amenomori et al., Nature Astronomy Le4ers (2021)  h4ps://doi.org/10.1038/s41550-020-01294-9

7LEHW
$6Ƣ

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41550-020-01294-9
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陽⼦をPeV領域まで加速しているPeVatronが過去/現在の銀
河系に存在することを⽰した初めての決定的証拠。

Sub-PeV 銀河面拡散ガンマ線の観測
銀河面に沿って（-10o<銀経<10o）0.4 ‒ 1 PeV ガンマ線23事例を5.9sで観測

（そのうち雑音は2.7事例）

銀河座標

13

à既知のTeVガンマ線天体から来ていない！ & 事例の場所からそれ以外の10 TeV以上
のガンマ線が来ていない！à 孤立ガンマ線à ガンマ線は宇宙線陽子起源

天の川を最⾼エ
ネルギーで観測
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ü PeVatronによって加速されたPeV領域宇宙線が銀河磁場によって銀河系内に長い
間閉じ込められて宇宙線プールと作っているという理論的モデルを検証した。

Alex Kääpä a.kaeaepae@uni-wuppertal.de Effects of the Galactic magnetic field 6

● low-ridigity particles are trapped in Galaxy

● gradual escape with increasing rigidity

→ expected effect on spectrum: spectral 
softening towards higher energies

→ expected effect on composition: heavier 
towards higher energies

Effects of GMF: Galactic trajectories of GCRs
lg(E/EeV) = 15.5 – 16.5

⾼エネルギー宇宙線が作る宇宙線プール
Figure from slide presented by A. Kääpä (Bergische
Universität Wuppertal) at CRA2019 workshop

高エネルギー
宇宙線

銀河系星間物質 Sub-PeVガンマ線

電波(21cm) で見た水素原子の分布
Hartmann et al. (1997)
Dickey & Lockman (1990)

今回の観測結果

銀河面からのsub-PeVガンマ線の解釈

天の川銀河のリ
モートセンシン

グ
14



Dawn of sub-PeV gamma-ray astronomy
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(a) E >10 TeV (b) E >100 TeV

FIG. S2. Significance maps around the Crab nebula observed by the Tibet AS+MD array for (a) E > 10 TeV and for (b)
E > 100 TeV, respectively. The cross mark indicates the Crab pulsar position.

MUON DISTRIBUTION MEASURED BY THE MD ARRAY

In this paper, the total number of particles detected in the MDs (i.e. ⌃Nµ) is used as the parameter to discriminate
cosmic-ray induced air showers from photon induced air showers. As shown in Fig. 2 in the paper, the muon cut
threshold depends on the ⌃⇢, where ⌃⇢ is roughly proportional to energy, and ⌃⇢ = 1000 roughly corresponds to
100 TeV.

For E > 100 TeV, the averaged ⌃Nµ for the cosmic-ray background events is more than 100, while the muon cut
value is set to be approximately ⌃Nµ = 10 ⇠ 30 depending on ⌃⇢. As a result, we successfully suppress 99.92% of
cosmic-ray background events with E > 100 TeV, and observe 24 photon-like events after the muon cut.

Figure S3 shows the relative muon number (Rµ) distribution above 100 TeV for the Crab nebula events. Rµ is
defined as the ratio of the observed ⌃Nµ to the ⌃Nµ on the muon cut line in Fig. 2 at the observed ⌃⇢. Three
events among 24 photon-like evens have ⌃Nµ = 0 which corresponds to the leftmost bin corresponds Rµ = 0 in
Fig. S3. We find a clear bump of muon-less events in Rµ < 1 region, and the relative muon distribution after the
muon cut (Rµ < 1) is consistent with that estimated by the photon MC simulation. This is unequivocal evidence for
the muon-less air showers induced by the primary photons from an astrophysical source.
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FIG. S3. Relative muon number (Rµ) of the Crab nebula events with E > 100 TeV. Rµ is defined as the ratio of the observed
⌃Nµ to the ⌃Nµ value on the muon cut line in Fig. 2 at the observed ⌃⇢. The leftmost bin indicates the number of events with
Rµ = 0. The black points show the number of observed events from the Crab nebula. The solid red histograms and dashed
blue histograms show the photon MC simulation and the observed cosmic-ray background events, respectively. The central
vertical dashed line indicates the muon cut position at Rµ = 1.

Tibet AS 𝛾 Collabora6on, 
PRL 123, 051101 (2019)

We have looked for correlations between the sources of
systematic uncertainty and have not found any. Therefore, the
effect of each source of systematic uncertainty can be added in
quadrature to the others. The systematic uncertainties on each
of the !t parameters in the log-parabola likelihood !t can be
seen in Table 5.

The major sources of systematic uncertainty are described
below. Figure 13 shows the shift due to systematics in
E2dN/dE as a function of energy for each estimator.

4.5.1. Angular Resolution Discrepancy

A discrepancy in the 68% containment between data and
simulation can be seen in Figure 8. While the cause of this is
not immediately clear, it is thought to be at least partially
caused by the shower curvature model used during reconstruc-
tion not yet having an energy dependence.

The 68% containment in the Monte Carlo is underestimated
by approximately 5%. The effect of this has been investigated
by scaling the PSF up by this amount and re!tting the Crab
Nebula. The maximum effect on the "ux is !5%, occurring at
the lowest energies (see Figure 13). At the highest energies this
effect is almost completely negligible.

4.5.2. Late Light Simulation

This was the largest source of uncertainty (!40% in "ux) in
Abeysekara et al. (2017a) and arose from a mismodeling of the
late light in the air shower. This is thought to stem from a
discrepancy between the time width of the laser pulse used for
calibration and the time structure of the actual shower. From
simulation, it is expected that the width of the arrival time
distribution of single photoelectrons (PEs) at the PMT should
be !10 ns, but examining the raw PE distributions in data
shows a discrepancy above 50 PEs. Improved studies of the
PMTs have decreased the size of this uncertainty in this work,
although it is still one of the dominant sources of uncertainty.
Systematic uncertainties have been derived by varying the size
of this effect and observing the impact on the "ux.

4.5.3. Charge Uncertainty

The charge uncertainty encapsulates how much a PMT
measurement will vary for a !xed amount of light, as well as
the relative differences in photon detection ef!ciency from
PMT to PMT. The amount of uncertainty has been varied and
the effect on the "ux studied. This is not a dominant source of
systematic uncertainty.

4.5.4. Absolute PMT Ef!ciency/Time Dependence

The absolute PMT ef!ciency cannot be precisely determined
using the calibration system (see Abeysekara et al. 2017a for a
discussion). Instead, an event selection based on charge and
timing cuts is implemented to identify incident vertical muons.
Vertical muons provide a monoenergetic source of light and
can be used to measure the relative ef!ciency of each PMT by
matching the muon peak position to the expected one from the
MC simulations. These ef!ciencies were determined for
different epochs in time and used to measure the range of
uncertainties. This is one of the dominant sources of
uncertainty, along with the late light simulation.

Figure 12. Signi!cance map above 56 TeV in reconstructed energy for the GP (left) and NN (right). The maximum signi!cance is 11.2! for the GP and 11.6! for the
NN. Both signi!cance maps have been smoothed for presentation purposes.

Table 5
Systematic Uncertainties on Fit Parameters

Estimator Parameter Sys. Low Sys. High

GP f0 "2.11!!!10"14 2.00!!!10"14

" "0.03 0.01
# "0.03 0.01

NN f0 "1.69!!!10"14 3.23!!!10"14

" "0.02 0.03
# "0.02 0.02

Note. The systematic uncertainties on the !t parameters, for each estimator.
The units for f0 are TeV cm"2 s"1.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Phenomenological fits to the !"ray observations of 
LHAASO J1908+0621, and previous observations of potential counterparts. 
The inset shows the KM2A significance map, indicating the potential 
counterparts of the UHE !-ray source. The colour bar shows the significance 
( TS). The green circle indicates the PSF of LHAASO. The Fermi LAT points for 
LHAASO J1908+0621 analysed in this work, as well as ARGO48, HESS49 and 
HAWC4 data, are shown together with the LHAASO measurements. The dotted 
curve shows the leptonic model of radiation, assuming an injection of electron/
positron pairs according to the pulsar’s spin-down behaviour, with a breaking 
index of 2 and an initial rotation period of 0.04"s. A fraction of 6% of the current 
spin-down power of the pulsar PSR"J1907+0602 at a distance of 2.4"kpc is 
assumed to be converted to e± pairs to support the !-ray emission. The injection 
spectrum of electrons is assumed to be N E E E( ) # exp{$[ /(800 TeV)] }e

2
e
$1.75 .  

The solid curves correspond to the hadronic model of radiation. Two types of 
energy distributions are assumed for the parent proton population: (i) a single 
power-law spectrum of parent protons, N(E)"%"E$1.85exp[$E/(380"TeV)] (thin solid 
curve); (ii) a broken power-law spectrum with an exponential cutoff of parent 
protons, with indices 1.2 and 2.7 below and above 25"TeV, respectively, and a 
cutoff energy of 1.3"PeV (thick solid curve). In the inset sky map, the black 
diamond shows the position of PSR"J1907+0602, the black contours correspond 
to the location of supernova remnant SNR"G40.5-0.5 and the white circle is the 
position and size of HESS J1908+063. The cyan regions are the dense clumps 
described in Methods. The average density in the whole !-ray emission region is 
estimated to be about 10"cm$3. !-ray absorption due to photon–photon pair 
production (see Methods) is taken into account in the theoretical curve.

LHAASO Collabora6on, 
Nature, 594, 33-36 (2021)

best-fit Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen (NKG) function [20].
The energy resolutions with S50 are roughly estimated to
be 20% and 10% for 100 and 400 TeV, respectively. The
absolute energy scale uncertainty was estimated to be 12%
from thewestwarddisplacement of theMoon’s shadowcenter
due to the geomagnetic field [21]. The live time of the dataset
is 719 days fromFebruary 2014 toMay 2017, and the average
effective detection time for the Galactic plane observation is
approximately 3700 h at the zenith angle less than 40°. The
data selection criteria are the same in our previous work [12]
except for the muon cut condition. According to the CASA-
MIA experiment, the marginal excess along the Galactic
plane in the sub-PeV energies is 1.63 !, and the fraction of
excess to cosmic-ray background events is estimated to be
approximately 3 ! 10!5 [18]. In order to search for signals
with such a small excess fraction,we adopt a tightmuon cut in
the present analyses requiring for gamma-ray-like events to
satisfy!N" < 2.1 ! 10!4 !!#"1.2 or !N" < 0.4, where !N"

is the total number of muons detected in the underground
muon detector array. This is just one order of magnitude
tighter than the criterion used in our previous work [12]. The
cosmic-ray survival ratio with this tight muon cut is exper-
imentally estimated to be approximately 10!6 above 400TeV,
while the gamma-ray survival ratio is estimated to be 30% by
the MC simulation. The comparison between the cosmic-ray
data and the MC simulation is described in Fig. S1 in
Supplemental Material [22].
Results and discussion.—Figure 1 shows arrival direc-

tions of gamma-ray-like events in (a) 100!#102.0" < E <
158!#102.2" TeV, (b) 158!#102.2"<E<398!#102.6"TeV,
and (c) 398!#102.6" < E < 1000!#103.0" TeV, remaining
after the tight muon cut. It is seen that the observed arrival
directions concentrate in a region along the Galactic plane
(see also Fig. 2). Particularly in Fig. 1(c), 23 gamma-ray-
like events are observed in jbj < 10° which we define as the
on region (NON # 23), while only ten events are observed
in jbj > 20° which we define as the off region (NOFF # 10).
Since the total number of events before the tight muon cut
is 8.6 ! 106, the cosmic-ray survival ratio is estimated to be
1.2 ! 10!6 in jbj > 20° above 398 TeV. We use NOFF in
jbj > 20° to estimate the number of cosmic-ray background
events, because the contribution from extragalactic gamma
rays in E > 100 TeV is expected to be strongly suppressed
due to the pair-production interaction with the extragalactic
background light. The mean free path lengths for the pair
production for 100 TeV and 1 PeV are a few megaparsecs
and 10 kpc, respectively [29].
Since the ratio ($) of exposures in on and off regions is

estimated to be 0.27 by the MC simulation with our
geometrical exposure, the expected number of background
events in the on region with jbj < 10° is NBG # $NOFF #
2.73, and the Li-Ma significance [30] of the diffuse gamma
rays in the on region is calculated to be 5.9 !. The number
of events and the significances in each energy bin are
summarized in Table S1 in Supplemental Material [22].

The observed distribution of the number of muons for
E > 398 TeV after the muon cut is consistent with that
estimated from the gamma-ray MC simulation as shown in
Fig. S2 in Supplemental Material [22]. The highest-energy
957!$166

!141"TeV gamma ray is observed near the Galactic
plane, where the uncertainty in energy is defined as the
quadratic sum of the absolute energy-scale error (12%) and
the energy resolution [12]. Solid circles in Fig. 2 display
NON ! NOFF as a function of b in (a) 100 < E < 158 TeV,
(b) 158 < E < 398 TeV, and (c) 398 < E < 1000 TeV.
The concentration of diffuse gamma rays around the
Galactic plane is apparent particularly in Fig. 2.
In order to estimate contribution from the known

gamma-ray sources, we searched for gamma-ray signals

FIG. 1. The arrival direction of each gamma-ray-like event
observed with (a) 100 < E < 158 TeV, (b) 158<E<398TeV,
and (c) 398 < E < 1000 TeV, respectively, in the equatorial
coordinate. The blue solid circles show arrival directions of
gamma-ray-like events observed by the Tibet AS$MD array.
The area of each circle is proportional to the measured energy of
each event. The red plus marks show directions of the known
Galactic TeV sources (including the unidentified sources) listed
in the TeV gamma-ray catalog [9]. The solid curve indicates the
Galactic plane, while the shaded areas indicate the sky regions
outside the field of view of the Tibet AS$MD array.
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cosmic ray density profile above 100 GeV from ref. 19, which clearly 
favours the 1/r profile. Alternatively, the 1/r profile is less striking 
for TeV cosmic rays because of their escape time.

The angular size of the Cygnus Cocoon is about 2.1°, which trans-
lates into a radius of r = 55 pc at 1.4 kpc. The size of the Cocoon is 
similar in both the TeV and GeV energy range. Assuming a loss-free 
regime, the particles from tens of GeV to hundreds of TeV diffuse 
in the region over a time tdiff given by tdiff = r2/(2D) (ref. 20), where D 
is the particle diffusion coefficient. If D(E*) = ! D0(E*), where D0(E*) 
is the average diffusion coefficient in the Galaxy at a given energy E* 
and ! is the suppression coefficient, then at 10 GeV
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The diffusion time (tdiff) of 10 GeV particles detected with 
Fermi-LAT needs to be shorter than the age of the Cyg OB2 associa-
tion tage, that is, tdiff (10 GeV) < tage ! 1"7 Myr (ref. 21), which yields 
! > 0.002. By contrast, the diffusion time of 100 TeV particles must 
be longer than the light-travel time to the edges of the Cocoon, 
tdiff (100 TeV) # Rdiff/c, where Rdiff is the diffusion radius and c is the 
speed of light. With D0(100 TeV) = 3 $ 1030 cm2 s"1, we obtain ! % 1. 
The combination of observations by the GeV and TeV instruments 
provides unique insights to particle transport in the Cocoon super-
bubble. The ‘suppression of the diffusion coefficient’ (!) is found to 
be 0.002 < ! % 1. This confirms that closer to particle injectors, high 
turbulence is driven by the accelerated particles, and cosmic rays 
are likely to diffuse more slowly than in other regions of the Galaxy.

As discussed in ref. 10, although the PWN powered by PSR 
J2021+4026 and PSR J2032+4127 cannot explain this extended 
Cocoon emission, we cannot rule out that the emission could be 
from a yet-undiscovered PWN. The nearby & Cygni SNR might 
not have been able to diffuse over the Cocoon region because of 
its young age10. The &-ray emission measured from the Cocoon 

region over five orders of magnitude in energy is likely produced by  
protons in the GeV to PeV range that collide with the ambient dense 
gas. The spectral shape in the TeV energy range is well described by 
a power law without an indication of a cut-off up to energies above 
100 TeV. Therefore, it might be the case that the powerful shocks 
produced by multiple strong star winds in the Cygnus Cocoon can 
accelerate particles, not only to energies up to tens of TeV as previ-
ously indicated by the Fermi-LAT detection, but even beyond PeV 
energies. However, the presence of a cut-off or a break in the GeV to 
TeV &-ray spectrum at a few TeV, as evidenced in the measurements 
of both ARGO and HAWC detectors, argues against the efficiency 
of the acceleration process beyond several hundred TeV.

The break in the &-ray spectrum around a few TeV could be due 
to either leakage of cosmic rays from the Cocoon or a cut-off in the 
cosmic ray spectrum injected from the source. In the first scenario, 
the &-ray emission is dominated by recent starburst activities less 
than 0.1 Myr ago. The diffusion length in the Cocoon is 100–1,000 
times less than that in the interstellar medium owing to strong mag-
netic turbulence10 that is plausibly driven by starburst activities. The 
lower-energy cosmic rays are confined by the magnetic field of the 
Cocoon, whereas higher-energy cosmic rays escape from the region 
before producing & rays, which results in a spectral break from GeV 
to TeV regime. An injection index of " ! "2.1 for the cosmic ray spec-
trum is needed to explain the Fermi-LAT observation. Such a spec-
trum can be achieved by different particle acceleration mechanisms, 
for example through shock acceleration. An example of the leakage 
model is illustrated as the thick solid grey line in Fig. 2a. Assuming 
a recent activity that happened 0.1 Myr ago and a gas density of 30 
nucleons per cm3 as suggested by H ! and H !! observations22, the 
proton injection luminosity is found to be Lp ! 4 $ 1037 erg s"1 above 
1 GeV (Methods). The data above 100 TeV suggest that the stellar 
winds inject protons to above PeV with a hard spectrum.

In the second scenario, the &-ray emission is produced by contin-
uous starburst activities over the OB2 star lifetime, 1–7 Myr. In this 
scenario, a hard cosmic ray spectrum of " ! "2.0, depending on the 
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Fig. 2 | Spectral energy distribution of the !-ray emission and cosmic ray density at the Cocoon region. a, Spectral energy distribution of the Cocoon 
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2 $ dN/dE& and E& is the &-ray energy. Blue circles are the spectral 
measurements for the Cocoon in this study. The errors on the flux points are the 1$ statistical errors. At low TeV energy, HAWC data agree with the 
measurements by the ARGO observatory shown in grey squares14. The red and grey circles are the Fermi-LAT flux points published in ref. 15 and ref. 10, 
respectively. The grey triangles are from the Fermi-LAT analysis in ref. 19. The grey solid and dashed lines are &-ray spectra derived from the hadronic 
modelling of the region. (The leptonic modelling results are provided in Extended Data Fig. 1). b, Cosmic ray energy density profile calculated for four 
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declination (dec.) = 41.51° ± 0.04°), which is a slightly extended 
source with a Gaussian width of 0.27° and is possibly associated 
with the PWN TeV J2032+4130 (refs. 12,13), and HAWC J2030+409, 
which is a very-high-energy counterpart of the GeV Cygnus 
Cocoon10 (Methods). The region after subtraction of HAWC 
J2031+415 (PWN) and 2HWC J2020+403 (! Cygni) is shown  
in Fig. 1b.

HAWC J2030+409 contributes ~90% to the total flux detected 
at the ROI and is detected with a test statistic (equation (1), likeli-
hood ratio test), TS, of 195.2 at the position RA = 307.65° ± 0.30°, 
dec. = 40.93° ± 0.26°. The extension is well described by a 
Gaussian profile with a width of 2.13° ± 0.15° (stat.) ± 0.06° (syst.). 
The location and the Gaussian width of the source are consistent 
with the measurements by Fermi-LAT from above 1 GeV to a few 
hundred GeV.

The spectral energy distribution of the Cygnus Cocoon 
has been extended from 10 TeV in the previously published  
measurement by the ARGO observatory14 to 200 TeV in this 
analysis. The measurement above 0.75 TeV can be described 
by a power-law spectrum E/�E& = /

�

(&�&
�

)! , with 
E0 = 4.2 TeV being the pivot energy. The flux normalization is 
/

�

= ���

+���

!���

(TUBU�)+����

!����

(TZTU�)!10"13 cm"2 s"1 TeV"1 and the spec-
tral index is ! = !����

+����

!����

(TUBU�)+����

!����

(TZTU�). The flux is compat-
ible with an extrapolation from the Fermi-LAT measurement at 
1–300 GeV (refs. 10,15). Compared to ! = "2.1 in the Fermi-LAT GeV 
data, a significant softening of the energy spectral density is evident 
at a few TeV in the ARGO data14 and persists beyond 100 TeV in the 
HAWC data (Fig. 2a).

GeV ! rays observed by Fermi-LAT can be produced either by 
high-energy protons interacting with gas or by high-energy elec-
trons upscattering stellar radiation and dust emission10. Above a few 
TeV, the inverse-Compton process between relativistic electrons 
and stellar photons is suppressed by the Klein–Nishina effect. If 
produced by electrons, the !-ray emission is therefore not expected 

to be peaked toward the stellar clusters, but rather trace the dif-
fuse dust emission across the entire Cocoon. This adds difficulty to 
the task of distinguishing the leptonic and hadronic origins of the 
!-ray radiation. The measurements of the Cygnus Cocoon emission 
above 10 TeV break the degeneracy of the two origins. As shown 
in Extended Data Fig. 1, we find it unlikely that a single electron 
population produces ! rays from GeV to the highest energy by 
inverse-Compton emission without its synchrotron radiation vio-
lating the flux constraints posed by radio16 and X-ray17 observations. 
The leptonic origin of the !-ray radiation by the Cygnus Cocoon is 
therefore disfavoured as uniquely responsible for the observed GeV 
and TeV flux.

The cosmic ray energy density above a proton energy of 10 TeV 
is calculated for four annuli up to 55 pc from Cyg OB2 (Fig. 2b). We 
find that the cosmic ray energy density in all spatial bins is larger 
than the local cosmic ray energy density of 10"3 eV cm"3 based on 
Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer measurements18. Therefore, as for the 
GeV ! rays10, TeV ! rays come from the freshly accelerated cosmic 
rays inside the Cygnus Cocoon, rather than from the older Galactic 
population.

The radial profile of the cosmic ray density yields information 
on the mechanism that accelerates particles in the Cygnus Cocoon. 
Assuming that a cosmic ray accelerator has been active in the cen-
tre of the region at a radius of r = 0, roughly at the location of Cyg 
OB2, a 1/r dependence of the cosmic ray density would imply that 
the acceleration process has continuously injected particles in the 
region for 1–7 Myr. A continuous acceleration process, which can-
not be guaranteed by a single supernova explosion event, could be 
produced by the combined and long-lasting effect of multiple pow-
erful star winds. Conversely, a constant radial profile would imply a 
recent (< 0.1 Myr) burst-like injection of cosmic rays, such as from a 
supernova explosion event. Although the measured cosmic ray pro-
file seems to agree with a 1/r dependence, a constant profile, namely 
a burst-like injection, cannot be excluded. This is in contrast to the 
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Spectral gamma-ray energy distribution of G106.3+2.7. a, The flux data points with 1! statistical error bars include measurements 
by Tibet AS+MD (red dots; this work), Fermi30 (blue squares), VERITAS14 (purple pentagons) and the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory’s 
Synthesis Telescope2 (turquoise blue dots). The two red downward arrows above 1014 eV show 99% C.L. upper limits obtained by this work. Note that 
all the VERITAS data points are raised by a factor of 1.62 to account for the spill-over of gamma-ray signals outside their window size of 0.32! radius. 
The best-fit gamma-ray energy spectrum in the leptonic model is shown by the black solid curve, with the flux by the electron synchrotron radiation (the 
orange solid curve), the IC scattering of CMB photons (the green dashed curve) and the IC scattering of IR photons (the light blue dash-dotted curve). The 
gray open diamond shows the flux of PSR J2229+6114 obtained in the 2!"!10 keV range6. b, The best-fit gamma-ray energy spectrum in the hadronic model 
is shown by the turquoise blue solid curve. The lower panels show the residual #!of the fit.
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package18, which allows us to estimate the parent particle spectrum 
to best reproduce the observed gamma-ray energy spectrum. For 
the energy distribution of the parent particles, we assume an expo-
nential cut-off power-law form of dN=dE / E!! exp !E=Ecut" #

I
. 

We provide the best-fit gamma-ray spectra for hadronic and lep-
tonic models (Extended Data Fig. 1) and list the best-fit param-
eters (Supplementary Table 2). In the hadronic model, we obtain 
Ecut ! 0.5 PeV and ! ! 1.8. The value of ! falls between that pre-
dicted in the standard diffusive shock acceleration (! = 2) and the 
asymptotic limit of the very efficient proton acceleration (! = 1.5)  
(refs. 19,20). The total energy of protons with energies >1 GeV 
(>0.5 PeV) is estimated to be ~5.0 " 1047 erg (3.0 " 1046 erg) for a tar-
get gas density of 10 cm#3. One might argue that, considering the 
estimated SNR age of 10 kyr, PeV protons escape the SNR much 
earlier than the present time in the standard theory of cosmic-ray 
acceleration. Given that Ecut ! 0.5 PeV and that the maximum energy 
of protons that remain inside an SNR is proportional to "#0.5 where 
" is the SNR age21, protons should be accelerated up to ~1.6 PeV at 
" = 1 kyr in the case of G106.3+2.7. This suggests that the accelera-
tion of protons at G106.3+2.7 should be efficient enough21 to push 
their maximum energy up to ~1.6 PeV during the SNR free expan-
sion phase. In addition, G106.3+2.7 has a dense molecular cloud 
nearby that is indispensable for accelerated protons to produce 
TeV gamma rays via #0 production. With ! ! 1.8, the proton energy 
spectrum does not appear softened, which implies that protons may 
not be able to escape the SNR easily owing to the suppression of the 
diffusion coefficient (Supplementary Information). Future observa-
tions of the physical parameters of G106.3+2.7 such as the magnetic 
field and the particle density could provide useful information for 
these theoretical studies on its mechanisms of particle acceleration 
and confinement.

Alternatively, the observed gamma-ray emission might result 
from protons accelerated by the SNR up to 0.1 PeV and then 
re-accelerated up to 1 PeV by the adiabatic compression of the 
Boomerang pulsar wind nebula (PWN) inside the SNR22. If the 
adiabatic compression ended at an age of 5 kyr as estimated in ref. 22,  
accelerated PeV protons need to travel a distance of 6 pc from the 
Boomerang PWN to the molecular cloud during the lapse time 
of T = 5 kyr until the present time. The diffusion coeffiicient of a 
0.5 PeV proton in the interstellar medium with a magnetic field of 
3 $G would be D ! 2 " 1030 cm2 s#1 (ref. 23), which gives a diffusion 
length of L ! 2

!!!!!!!
DT

p

I
 = 380 pc (ref. 24) for T = 5 kyr. As the diffusion 

length around an SNR could be shorter by a factor of 10 or more25, 
we then estimate L % 38 pc. As this is much larger than 6 pc, it would 
be possible for 0.5 PeV protons to diffuse from the Boomerang 
PWN to the molecular cloud and emit TeV gamma rays through #0 
production. This scenario might not be natural, however, consid-
ering that TeV gamma-ray emissions have not been detected from 
other molecular cloud clumps around the source (Fig. 1, green con-
tours) although protons should also be able to diffuse up to them, 
and considering that the proton spectrum needs to be kept hard 
with ! ! 1.8 after the diffusion of 6 pc for T = 5 kyr.

In the leptonic model, we obtain Ecut ! 190 TeV, ! ! 2.3 and an 
SNR magnetic field strength of ~9 $G. The total energy of relativistic 
electrons with energies >10 MeV is estimated to be ~1.4 " 1047 erg. 
We estimate (Supplementary Information) that electrons need to be 
newly accelerated within 1 kyr if they originate from the SNR, and 
that electrons provided by the Boomerang PWN are not likely to 
produce the observed gamma-ray emission in view of the energy 
budget and the gamma-ray morphology. The X-ray flux for the 
small 2&-radius region at PSR J2229+6114 has been measured in the 
2#10 keV range6, whereas the X-ray flux for the extended region 
of our gamma-ray emission region with the 1$ extent of 0.24° has 
not been published yet, although X-ray data of the region observed 
by Suzaku, XMM-Newton and Chandra are publicly available 
(https://www.darts.isas.jaxa.jp/astro/suzaku/data/public_list/). We 
point out that a flux upper limit on the synchrotron spectrum at 
the X-ray band would provide important information to rule out 
the leptonic scenario for particle acceleration at the gamma-ray 
source (Supplementary Fig. 1). In a scenario presented in previous  
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Fig. 1 | Significance map around SNR G106.3+2.7 as observed by 
Tibet AS+MD above 10!TeV. The inset figure shows our point spread 
function (PSF). The red star with a 1$ statistical position error circle is 
the centroid of gamma-ray emissions determined by this work, whereas 
the magenta open cross, the black X mark and the blue triangle are the 
centroids determined by VERITAS14, Fermi29 and HAWC15, respectively The 
black contours indicate 1,420!MHz radio emissions from the Dominion 
Radio Astrophysical Observatory synthesis telescope16,17, and the cyan 
contours indicate 12CO emissions from the Five College Radio Astronomy 
Observatory survey3. The grey diamond at the northeast corner of the radio 
emission marks the pulsar PSR J2229+6114.
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2m
15m

1. 空気シャワーアレイ ~83,000m2

= 401 x 1m2シンチ検出器

2. 地下水チェレンコフ型
ミューオン検出器~5400m2

地下 2.5m (~19X0) 
= 56m2 with 20”f PMT  x 74セル

ü ガンマ線起源の空気シャワーはミューオンが少ないことを利用
バックグランド原子核宇宙線の除去率 >99.9% @100TeV.

ü 広視野(~2sr)で昼夜問わず24時間観測可能
角度分解能 ~0.2° @100TeV   エネルギー分解能 ~20%@100TeV
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ガンマ線観測：銀河系中心
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• 銀河系中心は唯一で面白いガンマ線天体
• 重要な宇宙線加速源候補
• TeVでは高エネルギーまで輝く（下図・右図赤点）
• Sub-PeV, PeVは？
• ブラックホールとの関係は？
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Acceleration of petaelectronvolt protons in the 
Galactic Centre
HESS Collaboration*

Galactic cosmic rays reach energies of at least a few petaelectronvolts1 
(of the order of 1015 electronvolts). This implies that our Galaxy 
contains petaelectronvolt accelerators (‘PeVatrons’), but all proposed 
models of Galactic cosmic-ray accelerators encounter difficulties 
at exactly these energies2. Dozens of Galactic accelerators capable 
of accelerating particles to energies of tens of teraelectronvolts  
(of the order of 1013 electronvolts) were inferred from recent !-ray 
observations3. However, none of the currently known accelerators—
not even the handful of shell-type supernova remnants commonly 
believed to supply most Galactic cosmic rays—has shown the 
characteristic tracers of petaelectronvolt particles, namely, power-
law spectra of !-rays extending without a cut-off or a spectral break 
to tens of teraelectronvolts4. Here we report deep !-ray observations 
with arcminute angular resolution of the region surrounding the 
Galactic Centre, which show the expected tracer of the presence 
of petaelectronvolt protons within the central 10 parsecs of the 
Galaxy. We propose that the supermassive black hole Sagittarius  
A* is linked to this PeVatron. Sagittarius A* went through active 
phases in the past, as demonstrated by X-ray outbursts5 and an 
outflow from the Galactic Centre6. Although its current rate of 
particle acceleration is not sufficient to provide a substantial 
contribution to Galactic cosmic rays, Sagittarius A* could have 
plausibly been more active over the last 106–107 years, and therefore 
should be considered as a viable alternative to supernova remnants 
as a source of petaelectronvolt Galactic cosmic rays.

The large photon statistics accumulated over the last 10 years of 
observations with the High Energy Stereoscopic System (HESS), 
together with improvements in the methods of data analysis, allow for 
a deep study of the properties of the diffuse very-high-energy (VHE; 

*Lists of participants and their affiliations appear at the end of the paper.

more than 100 GeV) emission of the central molecular zone. This region 
surrounding the Galactic Centre contains predominantly molecular gas 
and extends (in projection) out to radius r !  250 pc at positive Galactic 
longitudes and r !  150 pc at negative longitudes. The map of the central 
molecular zone as seen in VHE " -rays (Fig. 1) shows a strong (although 
not linear; see below) correlation between the brightness distribution 
of VHE " -rays and the locations of massive gas-rich complexes. This 
points towards a hadronic origin of the diffuse emission7, where the  
" -rays result from the interactions of relativistic protons with the ambi-
ent gas. The other important channel of production of VHE " -rays is 
the inverse Compton (IC) scattering of electrons. However, the severe 
radiative losses suffered by multi-TeV electrons in the Galactic Centre 
region prevent them from propagating over scales comparable to the 
size of the central molecular zone, thus disfavouring a leptonic origin of 
the " -rays (see discussion in Methods and Extended Data Figs 1 and 2).

The location and the particle injection rate history of the cosmic-ray 
accelerator(s) responsible for the relativistic protons determine the 
spatial distribution of these cosmic rays which, together with the gas 
distribution, shape the morphology of the central molecular zone 
seen in VHE " -rays. Figure 2 shows the radial profile of the E #  10 TeV 
cosmic-ray energy density wCR up to r !  200 pc (for a Galactic Centre 
distance of 8.5 kpc), determined from the " -ray luminosity and the 
amount of target gas (see Extended Data Tables 1 and 2). This high 
energy density in the central molecular zone is found to be an order of 
magnitude larger than that of the ‘sea’ of cosmic rays that universally 
fills the Galaxy, while the energy density of low energy (GeV) cosmic 
rays in this region has a level comparable to it8. This requires the pres-
ence of one or more accelerators of multi-TeV particles operating in 
the central molecular zone.
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Figure 1 | VHE !-ray image of the Galactic Centre region.  The colour 
scale indicates counts per 0.02° $  0.02° pixel. a, The black lines outline 
the regions used to calculate the cosmic-ray energy density throughout 
the central molecular zone. A section of 66° is excluded from the annuli 
(see Methods). White contour lines indicate the density distribution of 

molecular gas, as traced by its CS line emission30. Black star, location of 
Sgr A* . Inset (bottom left), simulation of a point-like source. The part of 
the image shown boxed is magnified in b. b, Zoomed view of the inner  
% 70 pc and the contour of the region used to extract the spectrum of the 
diffuse emission.
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9. HESS J1828�099 is a new HGPS source described in
Sect. 5.6.8.

10. HESS J1832�085 is also a new HGPS source, described in
Sect. 5.6.9.

11. HESS J1858+020 has an association with the HE �-ray
source 3FGL J1857.9+0210 and is close to, but offset from,
SNR G35.6�0.4. A dedicated study (Paredes et al. 2014)
did not find any compelling X-ray counterpart, although
multiple possible scenarios were investigated, including CR-
illuminated molecular clouds.

5.1.3. Firmly identified HGPS sources

In this section, we go one step further and treat those HGPS
sources for which the physical origin of the VHE �-ray emis-
sion has been firmly identified. Whereas the association cri-
teria were principally based on positional evidence (angular
offset), we also perform a census of the additional evidence
that is available to reinforce spatial associations and arrive at
firm identifications. The supplementary observables we consider
are correlated MWL variability, matching MWL morphology,
and energy-dependent �-ray morphology (Hinton & Hofmann
2009). Table 3 summarizes the results, along with the respective
references for the additional evidence. Among the 78
sources in the HGPS region, we determine 31 to be firmly
identified.

Firm identifications rely on different forms of evidence that
vary depending on the source class. The VHE �-ray emission
from compact binary systems is always point-like and should
exhibit variability that is also seen at lower energies. In contrast,
the VHE emission from shell-type SNRs is extended (provided
the SNR is sufficiently large and close) and nonvariable, but
can be identified based on the specific shell morphology and
correlated morphology at lower energies.

Composite SNRs have both a shell and an interior PWN
detected at lower energies and can be more complex to identify
correctly. If the angular size of the shell emission is larger than
the size of the VHE emission, we can identify the VHE emis-
sion as coming from the PWN filling the SNR. This is the case,
for example, for HESS J1747�281 (PWN in SNR G0.9+0.1) and
HESS J1554�550 (PWN in SNR G327.1�1.1). In other cases,
we are only able to identify the HGPS source with the com-
posite SNR as a whole, i.e., we are confident that the VHE
emission originates in the composite object but cannot disentan-
gle whether it comes predominantly from the PWN or the shell
(usually due to PSF limitations).

More evolved stellar remnant systems are difficult to iden-
tify firmly. We can make a firm PWN identification when
there is a PWN of comparable size and compatible position
detected at lower energies. This is the case, for example, for
HESS J1420�607 (PWN G313.54+0.23) and HESS J1356�645
(PWN G309.92�2.51). In the absence of any clear PWN, or
when its size at lower energies is much smaller than the VHE
source, we have to rely on other evidence. The clearest such
evidence is the detection of energy-dependent morphology,
expected in PWNe because of the cooling of energetic electrons
as they are transported away from the pulsar. At higher energies,
the extent of the emission shrinks and its barycenter moves
closer to the pulsar. This is the case for two sources thus far,
HESS J1303�631 (PWN G304.10�0.24) and HESS J1825�137
(PWN G18.00�0.69). In the absence of such evidence, the iden-
tification of a VHE source as a PWN remains tentative when

Fig. 10. Source identification summary pie chart. See Table 3 and
Sect. 5.1.3.

the only evidence is an energetic pulsar in the vicinity. Candi-
date PWN identifications are evaluated in detail in a companion
paper (H.E.S.S. Collaboration 2018e).

A large percentage (39%) of the 31 firmly identified sources
are PWNe. The next largest source classes identified are SNR
shells (26%) and composite SNRs (26%). Finally, �-ray binary
systems are also identified in the HGPS. It is not yet possi-
ble to identify firmly more than half of the total 78 HGPS
sources with the conservative criteria we adopted, although the
vast majority have one or more promising spatial associations
that could prove to be real identifications following more in-
depth studies beyond the scope of this work. We do not find
any physical associations for 11 of the VHE sources in the
HGPS, although for some of these, potentially related emis-
sion is seen in HE �-rays, and for others, offset counterparts are
present but simply not found by the automated association proce-
dure adopted (see previous section). Figure 10 summarizes these
identifications.

We note that one source in HGPS, HESS J1943+213, is likely
an extragalactic object. It has no measured extension and a radio
counterpart that many recent studies tend to classify as a BL-
Lac object (Peter et al. 2014; Straal et al. 2016; Akiyama et al.
2016). However, its VHE flux has not revealed any variability so
far, which is unusual for such an object (Shahinyan & VERITAS
Collaboration 2017).

5.2. Large-scale emission

In Sect. 4.6, we introduced an empirical spatial model to account
for the large-scale VHE �-ray emission we observed along the
Galactic plane to detect and characterize accurately the discrete
VHE �-ray sources. This model provides an estimate of the
spatial distribution of the large-scale VHE emission discovered
by Abramowski et al. (2014a). We find that the fit amplitude, lat-
itudinal width, and position of this model, shown on Fig. 6, are
consistent with the latitude profile of that previous work. The
width is also comparable to the HGPS source latitude distribu-
tion (Fig. 11, ff.) but smaller than that of molecular gas traced by
CO emission (Dame et al. 2001).

Owing to the observational constraints and analysis used, the
large-scale emission model cannot be considered a measurement
of the total Galactic diffuse emission. The large-scale emission
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21数10TeV以上 >30天体 PeVatronの探索

ガンマ線観測：Dark Accelerators

H.E.S.S. Galactic Survey

硬いべきの
未同定天体多数

1年観測
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その他 10TeV以上ターゲット
ü Fermi Bubbles

-広視野観測、
-銀河中心付近は硬いベキ~−2

ü Galactic diffuse gamma
-広視野観測、南天で非常に明るい

ü Solar disk gamma rays
-昼間の観測が必要
-宇宙線起源?硬いベキ~−2

ü Nearby AGN
- >10TeVgを広視野モニター
- high zでも硬いべきのAGN存在

ü Very heavy dark-matter search
- >10TeV 銀河中心、矮小銀河、太陽
-球対称に広がったガンマ線分布

10 Abdo et al.

Figure 1. Count maps for events �100 MeV taken between August 2008 and February 2010 and centered on the Sun (left) and on the trailing source (so-called
fake-Sun, right) representing the background. The ROI has ✓ = 20� radius and pixel size 0.25� ⇥ 0.25�. The color bar shows the number of counts per pixel.

Figure 2. Integral intensity (�100 MeV) plot for the Sun-centered sample vs. elongation angle, bin size: 0.25�. The upper set of data (open symbols, blue)
represents the Sun, the lower set of data (filled symbols, red) represents the “fake-Sun” background.

Figure 3. Reconstructed spectrum of the background for the fake-Sun method (filled symbols, red) and for the simulated background sample (open symbols,
blue) averaged over a 20� radius around the position of the Sun.

Fermi-LAT 
太陽ガンマ線

Fermi-Bubbles

Fermi-LAT 銀河面拡散ガンマ線

7

FIG. 5. Full-sky map, in Galactic coordinates, of the number of photons (above 3 GeV) produced by DM annihilation
(benchmark A). The left (right) panel shows the predicted flux in the Aquarius (Via Lactea II) setup.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but with the two simulation setups rescaled to the same local density, same total mass and same
fraction of mass in substructures.

tional to the density squared, i.e. [⇢Aq
sm(�)/⇢V L2

sm (�)]2 =
[0.57/0.42]2 = 1.84. An additional source of discrep-
ancy is the fact that the total mass of the MW in the
Via Lactea II simulation is smaller than in Aquarius, as
reported in Tab. I. However, as shown in Fig. 6, the
two predictions can be brought in agreement by requir-
ing that (i) both Via Lactea II and Aquarius have the
same local density ⇢� (we have taken the recent estimate
⇢� = 0.385 GeV/cm3 from [74, 75]), (ii) the same sub-
halo mass fraction (f tot

sub = 0.18) is adopted and (iii) the
same mass profile is assumed.

A. Experimental detectability

In order to assess the detectability of the �-ray anni-
hilation flux with the Fermi-LAT satellite, we have to
specify what the signal, background or noise are.

If we are interested in finding a signal above the as-
trophysical backgrounds, the signal is contributed by the
sum of all the aforementioned components of the anni-
hilation flux (MW smooth mass distribution + galactic
subhalos + extragalactic halos and subhalos). We fo-
cus on photons with energies larger than 3 GeV and we
assume an exposure time of 1 year, which corresponds
to about 5 years of data taking with Fermi, and we as-
sume an e↵ective detection area of 104 cm2. We don’t
consider here any dependence on the photon energy nor
on the incidence angle. The background or noise is
contributed by the di↵use Galactic foreground and the
unresolved extragalactic background. As mentioned in
Sect. I, to model such contributions we have rescaled
the EGRET data at E > 3 GeV by 50%. We remind
that this reduction reflects the fact that the Fermi data
do not confirm the so-called galactic excess measured
by EGRET. The expected sensitivity is simply given by

Fermi-LAT暗黒物質ガンマ線
(シミュレーション)

Pieri+, PRD (2011)

広視野・連続観測



ALPAQUITA & infrastructure
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• Central electronics hut
• Perimeters
• Powerline（branch from the substation-Chacaltaya observatory 

line）
• Cable drains
• Lightning rods
• Long distance Wifi
• Water system
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ALPACA

2.2km

Existing	line	to	
Chacartaya observatory	

DELAPAZ	station

今週から日本人が訪問して建設作業再開
7月から最初のデータ収集開始予定！



大学院生活
• 現⾏実験：Tibet-AS+MD  sub-PeV γ 天⽂学：
• PeVatronを探せ！

Tibet-AS+YAC 宇宙線の加速機構解明
MD & YAC-II Started 2014

次期計画 ALPACA計画南天sub-PeV g, Pevatron等
ALPAQUITA    2022 (~25% of ALPACA)
Half ALPACA   2023, ALPACA  2024
Good Timing For You!

・チベット・ボリビア出張：約1ヶ⽉/年
• その他：本郷で講義（M1）、TAグループと共同で柏でゼミ、
測定器開発やデータ解析、共同研究者と研究の議論（宇宙線研
内・国内・国際）、学会（国内・国際）発表、論⽂執筆

「今」ボリビアで建設中
来年から初期データ解析

その後も拡張作業継続
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銀河宇宙線・ガンマ線

• 宇宙線の起源、Pevatronを探せ！
–最も高いエネルギーのガンマ線観測
–南半球初の sub-PeV観測
–宇宙線そのものの観測
–銀河系「内」が主題（伝播距離の限界）

瀧田（Ａ８）

﨏さこ（Ａ８）

比較的小規模でユニークな研究
が好きな方、お待ちしております。
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End
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